
SAP EDUCATION 

SAMPLE QUESTIONS: C_TBIT44_731 

SAP Certified Development Associate - Process Integration with SAP NetWeaver 7.31  

Disclaimer: These sample questions are for self-evaluation purposes only and do not appear on the actual certification exams. 
Answering the sample questions correctly is no guarantee that you will pass the certification exam. The certification exam 
covers a much broader spectrum of topics, so do make sure you have familiarized yourself with all topics listed in the exam 
competency areas before taking the certification exam.  

Questions 

 
1. You are not using Integration Engine processing in your system. You are troubleshooting configuration 
errors with the Advanced Adapter Engine (AAE) as messages are not reaching the target system. 
 
What is a typical sequence of checks that needs to be performed?  
 
 
Please choose the correct answer. 

a)  O  Receiver Determination → Interface Determination → Mapping 
→ Technical Routing → Call Adapter 

b)  O  Routing → Mapping Runtime → Connectivity 

c)  O  Connectivity → Routing → Mapping Runtime 

d)  O  Mapping runtime → Routing → Connectivity 

 

 
2. While monitoring the customer's production system you notice that there are many messages in the 
Advanced Adapter Engine with the status HOLD.  
 
Why do the messages have this status?  
 
 
Please choose the correct answer. 

a)  O  The receiver system is currently down for maintenance. Once the 
receiver system is back the messages will be delivered. 

b)  O  The messages are Exactly Once in Order (EOIO) quality of service 
and the first message in the queue has not yet been delivered 
successfully. 



c)  O  The messages are being sent using a communication channel 
that has been configured in the Availability Time Planning tool in 
the Runtime Workbench. 

d)  O  The messages are using event-driven message processing and 
will be sent when the necessary event is triggered. 

 

 
3. The SAP NetWeaver Process Integration single-stack installation comprises which of the following usage 
types?  
 
Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.  
 

a)  O  Search and Classification (TREX) 
 

b)  O  Application Server Java (AS Java) 
 

c)  O  Advanced Adapter Engine Extended 
 

d)  O  SAP NetWeaver Process Integration 
 

e) O  Application Server ABAP (AS ABAP) 

 

 
4. An application sends messages to the Integration Server. These messages should be processed with 
high priority.  
 
What configuration tasks do you have to perform to enable message prioritization?  
 
Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question.  
 

a)  O  Define the sender ID. 
 

b)  O  Define the message filter. 
 

c)  O  Set the RUNTIME/PACKAGING parameter in transaction 
SXMB_ADM. 
 

d)  O  Set the „high priority“ indicator in the communication channel 
monitor of the Runtime Workbench. 
 



e) O  Register the high-priority queues. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Solutions 

1 a) Incorrect 2 a) Incorrect 3 a) Incorrect 4 a) Correct  

1 b) Correct 2 b) Correct 3 b) Correct 4 b) Correct 

1 c) Incorrect 2 c) Incorrect 3 c) Correct 4 c) Incorrect 

1 d) Incorrect 2 d) Incorrect 3 d) Incorrect 4 d) Incorrect 

  3 e) Incorrect 4 e) Correct 

    
 

 

Want to learn more? Contact SAP for more information.  

 

http://www.sap.com/contactsap/

